Hybrid Perovskites have shown a great potential for applications in photovoltaics and lightemitting devices with high efficiency. Interaction between defect-induced trapped excitons and phonons plays an important role in understanding the emerging phenomena for such an excellent figure-of-merit. Here we demonstrate hot polarons with narrow linewidth in CH 3 NH 3 PbBr 3 nanowires, which originate from the interaction between trapped excitons and octahedra-twist phonons. The observation of hot polarons in photoluminescence without gain methods indicates the large interaction strength between excitons and phonons. The multiple hot polarons are further confirmed by magneto-optical spectra with a Zeeman splitting of the trapped excitons and a phonon energy increase with diamagnetic effect. Furthermore, the phonons participating in the interaction are demonstrated to be the octahedra-twist vibrations which are transverse optical phonons, while the interaction between trapped excitons and longitudinal optical phonons is weak. Our work demonstrates that trapped excitons in perovskites prefer to interact with transverse rather than longitudinal optical phonons. Since bulk materials usually interact with longitudinal optical phonons, this result provides a physical explanation of the high tolerance of defects in perovskites.
INTRODUCTION
Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) are a potential material with attractive optoelectronic properties such as high luminescence efficiency, high power converting efficiency and long carrier diffusion lengths [1] [2] [3] . Thus, HOIPs are widely applied in high efficient solar cells, high quantum yield LEDs, and ultra low threshold lasers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These advantages are generally ascribed to the high tolerance of defects [9, 10] . However, the defects or defect-induced trapped localized excitons (LXs) in HOIPs have only been observed with an ensemble behavior from the broad photoluminescence (PL) spectrum [11, 12] . As a result, many questions about the physical processes with defects and LXs remain open.
Besides the defects, the interaction between excitons and phonons is also important for optoelectronic properties such as carrier mobility [13] [14] [15] . The exciton-phonon polaron has been intensively investigated in various materials including HOIPs. While these investigations mainly focus on the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon due to the stronger interaction to excitons, e.g., interactions between carriers and LO phonons are usually thought to prevent defect scatterings and thereby result in the high tolerance of defects [16] [17] [18] . In contrast, HOIPs have unique orthorhombic structures in which a Pb atom is caged by octahedral halogen atoms. The cage has various octahedra-twist vibrations as transverse optical (TO) phonons with smaller energy compared to LO phonons [12, 19] . Interaction between TO phonons and excitons in HOIPs has rarely been investigated so far, which could provide a deep understanding of the emerging optoelectronic properties for perovskites.
Here we demonstrate hot polarons originating from the interaction between LXs and TO phonons in HOIP CH 3 NH 3 PbBr 3 nanowires. At low temperature, a zero-phonon LX with narrow linewidth is observed, along with equidistant hot polarons at high energy side with increasing excitation power. The phonon has a small energy corresponding to octahedratwist vibrations [12, 20] . Distinctive magneto properties have been observed with Zeeman splitting and diamagnetic effects from the LX and hot polaron replicas. In contrast, the interaction between LXs and LO phonons is observed contrastly weak. While free excitons (FX) or carriers in bulk materials are usually coupled to LO phonons [16] [17] [18] . The different vibration (phonon) modes of FXs and LXs reduce the phonon-assisted interaction between defects and bulk materials, providing a further explanation to the high tolerance of defects in HOIPs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The HOIP nanowires were colloidally synthesized by a ligand-assisted reprecipitation (LARP) method [21, 22] , namely, adding a solution of CH 3 NH 3 PbBr 3 in solvent (N,Ndimethylformamide, DMF) drop-wise into a solvent (toluene) to induce the crystallization process. In this method, both nucleation and growth process simultaneously. Thus, the size and shape of HOIPs are hard to control. In contrast, the HOIP nanowires used in our work were grown by a "reverse" LARP method, changing the sequence of the solvent mixing by pouring toluene into the perovskite precursor solution in DMF. In this way, the nucleation and growth process separately. Thus, the size and shape of HOIPs are easy to control, resulting in the high quality of HOIP nanowires. The optical properties were measured with a conventional confocal micro-PL system. The device was mounted on a three-dimensional nano positioner and cooled to 4.2 K by exchanging helium gas with a helium bath. A HeCd laser with emission wavelength at 442 nm was used to excite HOIP nanowires. The PL spectra were collected by an area array CCD detectors with the resolution of 0.2 meV in the spectra range around 550 nm. A magnetic field was applied by a superconducting magnet with the maximum value of 9 T.
The structure of HOIPs under low temperature is the orthorhombic phase, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The Pb atoms are in the center (red dots), the Br atom cage is around the Pb atom (yellow dots and green cages) and the CH 3 NH 3 (MA) fills the voids [17] . Fig. 1(c) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the MAPbBr 3 nanowires. Typically the nanowires have a rectangular cross section with a length of a few microns. Figure 1(d) shows excitation-power-dependent PL spectra for one nanowire. Under a low excitation power, only zero-phonon line (ZPL) is observed and the linewidth is 0.8 meV. As the excitation power increases, more peaks (up to 13) at the high energy side with equal energy space appear as hot polarons, which are schematically sketched in Fig. 1(b) . The emission of hot polarons is usually weak and has only been observed with extra gain methods such as nanocavity enhancement [23] . Contrastly, the direct observation of hot polarons indicates the large interaction strength between excitons and phonons [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Two other possible explanations for emission peaks at high energy side are Rydberg exciton states [30] or Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity modes [31] , which can be excluded easily. For Rydberg exciton states, the the length of the nanowire L = 1 µm corresponds to the free spectral range λ 2 /2nL = 59 nm with a center wavelength λ = 550 nm and the refraction index n of 2.55 for MAPbBr 3 . This value around 200 meV is much more than the equal energy space around 1.7 meV here. of the cage, which is the vibration mode with the smallest optical phonon energy in HOIPs [12, 20] . The octahedra-twist vibration is a TO phonon as schematized by purple arrows in Fig. 1(a) . Generally, TO phonons are hard to observe in bulk materials due to the phonon energy smaller than the exciton linewidth [12] . Thus, the narrow linewidth of ZPL here could be an important reason for the observation of hot polarons with TO phonons. As the linewidth of 0.8 meV is much smaller than that of excitons in bulk materials, the ZPL cannot originate from self-trapping, because self-trapped free exciton usually has a broader linewidth. Therefore, the ZPL can be ascribed to the defect-induced LX [11, 12] . Meanwhile, LXs are partially polarized due to the anisotropy of the nanowire geometry [32] , as shown in Fig. 1(e) .
To confirm the origination of the ZPLs, PL spectra at various positions have been collected, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) for three more locations from different wires. It can be seen that the ZPL energy varies within a wide range from 2.15 to 2.24 eV. The observed ZPL energy statistics are shown in Fig. 2(b) . This variation can not be ascribed to the quantum confinement of excitons in nanowires. The cross spatial length of nanowires is around 100 nm and much larger than the exciton Bohr radii of around 5 nm, thus, the quantum confinement effect is very weak [33, 34] . Additionally, the ZPL energy is mucher smaller than that of FXs in MAPbBr 3 (around 2.25 eV at 4K) as shown in Fig. 2(c) [12, 35] . The broad peak in Fig. 2(c) originates from the recombinations defect states [11, 12] . Therefore, the ZPLs can be confirmed as defect-induced LXs. Figure 2(b) shows the statistics of the linewidth of the LX. The linewidth decreases with the ZPL energy might be explained by the defect size related lattice residual damage [36] . Figure 2(d) shows the statistics of the phonon energy, which also generally decreases with the ZPL energy. Combining Fig. 2(b) agrees well with previous works that excitons with broad linewdith are observed to interact with LO phonons. The narrowest linewidth (inset in Fig. 2(b) ) measured is about 226 µeV, which is close to the resolution of our spectrometer. This is also the smallest value reported in HIOPs up to now [11, 12] .
Magneto-optical properties are also very important for semiconductors, paving ways to investigate and control excitonic properties such as emission energies, polarizations and wavefunction distributions [37, 38] . The PL spectra in a magnetic field of HOIP nanowires were collected with Faraday configuration (magnetic field parallel to the laser direction). the first polaron (wine dashed lines) can be clearly observed. The energies of each peak are extracted in Fig. 3(c) and (d) respectively. The g-factor of the polaron is close to the ZPL for both positions, which agree with to previous results of phonons [39] . The g-factors for different positions are shown in shown in Fig. 3(e) . It can be seen that g-factor variates around 2, due to the zero-dimensional feature of LXs which is similar to quantum dots [20] .
Additionally, the diamagnetic effects of phonon at two positions are extracted as shown in Fig. 3(f) . The phonon energy increases with a value of around 0.5 meV at B = 9 T .
The small diamagnetic is due to that the wave vector of the phonon is modified to offset the electron momentum with the vector potential to maintain momentum conservation [40] .
The diamagnetic within the magnetic filed range (9 T) here is relatively small, which needs further investigations in the future. Overall, the magneto-optical properties of polarons show the effects from both phonons and LXs, which results in a unique magnetic field control of excitonic system in HOIPs.
Normally in most semiconductor materials, the exciton is usually coupled to LO phonon, due to that LO phonon could introduce relative displacement between positively charged atoms and negatively charged atoms [41] [42] [43] . However in our experiment, the phonon energy is mainly around 2 meV or 16 cm −1 , as shown in Fig. 2(d) . The small phonon energy corresponds to the octahedra-twist vibration which is a TO phonon, and the polarons with LO phonons are not observed in the spectra. To investigate the interaction between LXs and different phonons, we measured the temperature-dependent PL spectra, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . A large energy shift can be observed with increasing temperature. This again excludes that multiple peaks are due to the FP modes, because the refractive index which determines the FP modes usually changes slowly at low temperature [44] . The rapid decay of peak intensity shows the decrease of the binding capacity of defects. The intensity ratio between the polaron and ZPL increases with increasing temperature (Fig. 4(b) ). This is due to that phonon assisted excitonic transition increases with exciton kinetic energy [45] [46] [47] . Due to Hopfield's theory [45] the intensity ratio is proportional to √ T where T is the temperature. Our result agrees well with the theory as shown with the fitted result (gray line in Fig. 4(b) ). More importantly, the temperature-dependent spectra provide the way to investigate the interaction to LO phonons which was not directly observed in our case.
The ZPL linewidth mainly originates from the inhomogeneous line broadening and the interaction with the LO phonon [48] . The linewidth variation with the temperature can be expressed by the Frhlich formalism
where Γ inh is the inhomogeneous line broadening at 0 K, Γ LO is the LO phonon interaction strength to excitons and E LO is the LO phonon energy. The fitted result is shown in Fig. 4(c) .
The fitted phonon energy E LO = 5.4 meV (44 cm −1 ) corresponds well with the octahedradistorting vibration (LO/TO phonon) [12, 20] . The interesting result is the fitted interaction strength Γ LO = 13 meV, which is quite small compared to the value over 100 meV in bulk HOIPs or other materials [41] [42] [43] [49] [50] [51] . Therefore, these results demonstrate that the LXs in HOIPs prefer to interact with TO phonons rather than LO phonons. Generally in semiconductors, the FX, the phonon and the defect could interact with each other and alter optoelectronic properties such as ionization rates, carrier velocities and recombination channels [52] [53] [54] [55] . Previous works have proposed that in HOIPs, the polarons with carriers and LO phonons prevent the interaction between carriers and defects [16] [17] [18] . Here we demonstrate that defects prefer to interact to TO phonons. This result gives a further explanation to why the polarons with carriers and LO phonons rarely interact with defects.
Overall, the FXs and LXs have different vibration modes (different phonons). Thus, the phonon-assisted interaction between defects and FXs or carriers should be much smaller than that in other materials. This significant difference explains the high tolerance of defects in HOIPs, as an important feature related to various attractive optoelectronic properties.
The interaction between LXs and TO phonons might be ascribed to the unique orthorhombic structure of HOIPs. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the MAs fill the voids between the halogen octahedras. The ionic bond between the MA and the halogen octahedras is relatively weak compared to the covalent bond between halogen atoms and Pb atoms. Meanwhile, the MA has a small size and can even rotate in the voids [56] . Thus, many MAs are absent during the synthesization, and the energy levels in MA-absent defects also correspond well with the energy of LXs in our work [57] . The halogen atoms around the defect will prefer to vibrate along the direction towards the absent MA, resulting in the octahedra-twist vibrations which are TO phonon modes. Therefore, the LXs prefer to interact with TO phonons due to the unique lattice structure of HOIPs.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the LXs are identified in CH 3 NH 3 PbBr 3 nanowires with very narrow linewidth down to 226 µeV. Based on the narrow linewidth, multiple hot polarons originating from the interaction between LXs and TO phonons have been successfully observed , which has been confirmed with the excitation-power-dependent PL, magneto-PL and temperaturedependent PL. Furthermore, the LXs were demonstrated prefer to interact with TO phonons rather than LO phonons. This result indicates that the defects in HOIPs have different coupled vibration modes compared to FXs. This difference gives a physical explanation of high tolerance of defects in HOIPs from the point of phonons. Additionally, the LXs with narrow linewidth is also a potential quantum emitter [58] [59] [60] [61] , thus, more applications can be expected in quantum information processing based on perovskites in the future.
